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• Monday  , October 30th 

Spelling: Write 5 times each word from your spelling list 2 part A. (Practice and write 5 times the words 
from the spelling list 2 part A). 
  

• Tuesday  , October 31st 

Grammar: Write the correct comparative word of the adjective (In your notebook write the correct 
comparative word of the adjective). 

ADJECTIVE COMPARATIVE WORD ADJECTIVE COMPARATIVE WORD 
tall taller fat  

short  beautiful  
heavy  dangerous  
noisy  good  
thin  bad  

 
 
• Wednesday  , November 1st  

Grammar: Complete the sentences using the comparative form of the adjectives. (In your notebook 
copy the following sentences and complete them using the correct comparative form). 

 
1- Winter is colder than spring (cold) 

2- Girls are __________ boys  ( quiet) 

3- My garden is ___________ a park (small) 

4- Rugby is _______________ football ( dangerous) 

5- A sofa is ___________ a chair (confortable) 

6- My father is ________ my brother  (strong) 

7- English is __________ maths (easy) 

8- A month is _________ a week  (long) 

9- A plane is __________ a car (fast) 

10- A car  is __________ a bike ( expensive) 

 

• Thursday , November  2nd  

 
Grammar: Look the chart and complete the sentences. (In your notebook, paste the chart,  copy the 
exercise and complete the sentences using the correct comparative form.)	  
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1. Mount Kilimanjaro __________________________ (tall) Mount Fuji. 
2. Mount Kilimanjaro __________________________ (beautiful) Mount Rainier. 
3. Mount Fuji __________________________ (popular). 
4. Mount Rainier __________________________ (dangerous). 

 

	  
	  

Mountain 
Facts 

Mt Fuji, 
Japan 

Mt Rainier, 
USA 

Mt Kilimanjaro, 
Tanzania 

height 
danger 
beauty 
visitors 


